
 

Department of Computer Science & Engineering 

Analytics Club 
Faculty Advisor: 
Mr. P.Krishnanjaneyulu, M.Tech, (Ph.D), 

Assistant Professor,  

Dept of CSE, ANITS. 

Objective: 

 To provide a platform for students interested in data analytics to develop their skills and knowledge. 

 To encourage collaboration and teamwork among club members on data analytics projects and 

initiatives. 

 To promote the use of data analytics in various fields and industries, including business, healthcare, 

and social sciences.  

 To host workshops, seminars, and other events that expose members to new tools, techniques, and 

trends in data analytics.  

 To build connections with industry professionals and potential employers through networking 

opportunities. 

Vision: 

Our vision is to create a community of data analytics enthusiasts who are equipped with the skills 

and knowledge needed to tackle real-world problems using data-driven approaches. We aim to foster 

a collaborative and supportive environment that encourages members to pursue their passion for data 

analytics and make a positive impact in their respective fields. 

Mission: 

Our mission is to empower students to become proficient in data analytics by providing opportunities 

for hands-on learning, peer mentoring, and professional development. Through our activities and 

events, we strive to increase awareness of the importance of data analytics and promote its use in 

solving complex problems. We are committed to creating a diverse and inclusive community that 

values creativity, innovation, and ethical conduct. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Student Body 
S.no 

 

 Roll Number Name Remarks Contact 

Number 

E-mail  

1. 320126510160 M. Sai 

Madhukar 

Chair 8096993274 meesalasaimadhukar.20.cse@anits.edu.in 

2. A21126510155 G. Satish  Vice Chair 6305835776 gopisettysatish.21.cse@anits.edu.in 

3. 320126510120 Sk. Khairunisa Secretary 8688087551 shaikkhairunnisa.20.cse@anits.edu.in 

4. A21126510188 S. Taniya Secretary 6281486013 singurutaniya.21.cse@anits.edu.in 

5 320126510086 G. Mouli Treasurer 9347242749 gurrammouli.20.cse@anits.edu.in 

6. 320126510139 B.K. Karthik 

Chandra 

Web Master 8309665562 bkrishnasaikarthikchandra.20.cse@anits.edu.in 

7. 321126510L11 K. Gayathri Web Master 7989344307 kanganigayathri.le20.cse@anits.edu.in 

8. 320126510164 G. Nishitha Content Writer 7093760812 nishithagalla.20.cse@anits.edu.in 

9. 321126510L07 Sk. Muskan Committee 

Member 

9391668418 shaikmuskansultana.le20.cse@anits.edu.in 

10. 320126510062 V. Shreya Committee 
Member 

9502377587 vanamlalithashreya.20.cse@anits.edu.in 

11. 320126510135 B. Murali Committee 

Member 

8639767096 balamuralibesetty.20.cse@anits.edu.in 

12. A21126510144 D. Charmi Committee 

Member 

9398797498 dommeticharmisritulasi.21.cse@anits.edu.in 

13. A21126510192 V. Sree Vardhan Committee 

Member 

9390637764 vangapandusreevardhan.21.cse@anits.edu.in 

14. A21126510164 K. Lasya Committee 

Member 

9701844155 kamireddilasyanayana.21.cse@anits.edu.in 

 

 

 

 


